Intracranial pressure in patients with the empty sella syndrome without benign intracranial hypertension
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SUMMARY The intracranial pressure was monitored continuously for at least 48 hours in five patients with empty sella syndrome, who did not have clinical benign intracranial hypertension (BIH). It has been suggested that the empty sella syndrome is a result of chronically elevated intracranial pressure in the presence of a congenitally deficient diaphragma sellae. However, whilst the intracranial pressure in two of the five patients was abnormally high, in three patients in whom it was monitored, the CSF pressure was normal. Although, these cases may represent “burnt out” forms of intracranial pressure problems, it might be that the normal pulsations of CSF are sufficient to produce the empty sella in the presence of a deficient diaphragma sellae.

“Empty sella” is a gross descriptive term introduced by Busch in 1951 to describe the appearance at necropsy of the sella turcica when the diaphragma sellae is incomplete or forms only a small peripheral rim. In 1924, Schaeffer described the gross appearance of the diaphragma sellae in 125 cases, and noted that the diaphragm varied from being a complete roof which transmitted the infundibulum to, at the other extreme, a small peripheral rim. In 40 of the 788 patients with no known pituitary disease studied by Busch (an incidence of 5.5%), the diaphragma sellae was a peripheral rim of tissue two millimetres or less, with the pituitary gland flattened to the bottom of the sella.

The term “empty sella syndrome” originally referred to the findings at surgical exploration in patients who had received radiation for an intrasellar tumour, and subsequently developed visual symptoms. Primary (idiopathic) and secondary forms of the empty sella syndrome have been described. The primary empty sella has been defined as “that which did admit significant air at pneumoencephalography, in the absence of prior surgery or radiation therapy”. The role of a chronically elevated cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) pressure in the pathogenesis of the so-called idiopathic empty sella syndrome has been discussed.

It has been suggested that the primary empty sella is caused by a combination of a congenitally deficient diaphragma sellae and chronically elevated CSF pressure. There is a definite relationship between benign intracranial hypertension (BIH) and the primary empty sella syndrome. Although it has been suggested that there must be a chronic elevation of intracranial pressure (ICP) in addition to a deficient diaphragma sellae to produce a prolapse of the subarachnoid space into the sellae turcica, there has been no adequate measurement of the ICP of patients with the empty sella syndrome who do not have benign intracranial hypertension.

This is a report of a series of five patients all with radiologically proven empty sella syndrome, who did not have benign intracranial hypertension. In all patients the ICP was monitored continuously for at least 48 hours.

Patients and methods

All five patients were adult females who presented to the Royal Melbourne Hospital with a major complaint of longstanding headaches. There was no significant neurological deficit in any patient and all had normal visual fields on perimetry. A full clinical and laboratory endocrine assessment was made in all patients and all patients had a normal serum level of prolactin. No significant abnormality was found in any patient. All patients had neuroradiological investigations proving the existence of an empty sella. The diagnosis of empty sella was based on a combination of an enlarged sella with characteristic
"symmetrical ballooning" or globular appearance on plain skull radiograph and the detection of CSF density within the sella by computed tomography (CT) performed with slice widths collimated to five millimetres and overlapped in both transverse axial and direct coronal planes.

The diagnosis was confirmed in one case by pneumoencephalography and another by CT metrizamide cisternography. CT has been successful in diagnosing the presence of an empty sella in up to 100% of cases. False positive diagnoses have been produced by prolactin secreting tumours with necrotic centres, a possibility which was excluded in this series by pituitary function tests.

The ICP was monitored continuously in all patients for a minimum of 48 hours by a subarachnoid screw inserted in the right frontal position (just in front of the coronal suture). This was connected by a 150 cm saline-filled tube to a Hewlett Packard transducer and then to a Hewlett Packard amplifier which was connected to a continuous paper recorder. A Hewlett Packard 1208C transducer was attached to a Hewlett Packard 78200 series patient monitor which houses a 78205B amplifier. This was attached to a Hewlett Packard 7803B monitor and to a Rikadenki single channel recorder, modified by the Royal Melbourne Hospital Electronics Department, for two channel multiplex operation. The zero reference point for the transducer was taken as a point three centimetres anterior to the external auditory meatus, with the patient lying supine. The zero drift and gain drift of the system was checked, and if necessary corrected, at least every six hours. Very little correction was required at any time. Antibiotics (cloxicillin and ampicillin) were administered during the monitoring period.

Case 1 This 67-year-old obese woman, referred for investigation of the cause of two months' constant headache, had been previously reported by one of the authors (AHK). Neurological and general examination was normal. The plain skull radiographs revealed an enlarged globular sella (fig 1a). CT showed normal size ventricles, but also an enlarged sella with density consistent with that of CSF. A pneumoencephalogram showed air entering the anterior and mid portions of the sella, and the pituitary flattened against the dorsum and posterior portion of the floor of the sella. During the follow-up examination three months after presentation, she developed intermittent CSF rhinorrhoea. Continuous ICP monitoring revealed a generally raised baseline pressure with intermittent high plateau waves up to 34 mm Hg (fig 2). On the basis of the elevated ICP and its presumed causal relationship with the empty sella syndrome and CSF rhinorrhoea, it was decided to perform a lumbar peritoneal shunt as an initial procedure rather than a direct intracranial attack on the fistula itself. After operation, the patient was initially free of CSF rhinorrhoea and the ICP, measured again by the above technique, demonstrated a normal baseline pressure and the elimination of wave forms. However, after 10 weeks there was a recurrence of the CSF rhinorrhoea. She was readmitted to hospital and the sella was explored through a right subfrontal craniotomy. At surgery an empty sella was found and a fold of arachnoid was noted to extend down into and occupy the sella. A hole, present at the junction of the floor with the anterior wall of the sella, was packed with crushed muscle and covered with fascia lata.

She has subsequently been followed for two years and has had no further CSF rhinorrhoea.

Case 2 This 70-year-old obese Italian lady presented after 12 months of moderately severe continuous headache. On examination there was no neurological abnormality and endocrine studies were normal. Lumbar puncture pressure was 12 cm of CSF. A plain skull radiograph showed an enlarged globular sella (fig 1b).
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CT using the above technique showed normal sized ventricles with an enlarged sella containing intrasellar attenuation values of CSF (fig 3).

The ICP monitoring for 56 hours showed a slightly elevated baseline pressure, with plateau waves rising to 30 mm Hg and Lundberg “B” waves up to 35 mm Hg (fig 4). These “B” waves were present during 20% of the monitoring time and there was no particular predilection for them to occur during the sleeping period.

Case 3 This 28-year-old obese female presented after some years of headaches. Neurological examination and endocrine studies were normal. Plain skull radiographs showed the characteristically enlarged globular sella (fig 1c), and CT, using the above technique, showed normal size ventricles with an enlarged sella containing CSF density material (fig 5).

The ICP was monitored for 48 hours. The baseline ICP

Fig 3 a, b, c Case 2. Overlapping, 5 mm thick transverse axial scans through the sella, showing material of cerebrospinal fluid density within it.

Fig 4 ICP trace of Case 2, showing a slightly elevated baseline pressure, with plateau waves rising to 30 mm Hg and Lundberg “B” waves up to 35 mm Hg.
was within normal limits. Lundberg "B" waves occurred for approximately 5% of the monitoring time, particularly during sleep, and rose to as high as 20 mm Hg (fig 6a and b).

**Case 4** This 34-year-old rather thin female, with a past history of asthma and a hysterectomy for menstrual irregularity, presented following some years of moderately severe headache. There was no significant neurological abnormality and endocrine studies were normal. A plain skull radiograph showed the characteristic features of scaphocephaly. Convolutional impressions were marked particularly in the upper third of the vault, and the sella was symmetrically enlarged in a globular fashion (figs 1d and 7). CT performed in transverse axial and direct coronal planes confirmed the presence of CSF density material in the sella (fig 8).

The ICP was monitored for 48 hours. The baseline ICP pressure was within normal limits and there was no significant wave formation (fig 9).

**Case 5** This 41-year-old obese female presented following many years of constant headache. There was no neurological abnormality and a full endocrinological assessment was normal.

A plain skull radiograph showed an enlarged globular
sella (fig 1e). CT in transverse axial and coronal planes, with and without intravenous contrast medium, showed CSF density material within the sella (fig 10). CT performed in the same planes after the introduction of intrathecal metrizamide showed a marked increase in the density of the intrasellar contents, confirming the presence of an empty sella (fig 11).

The ICP was monitored continuously for 56 hours. The baseline ICP was within normal limits and there was no significant wave formation (fig 12).

**Discussion**

The most commonly accepted aetiolologic hypothesis for the empty sella concerns transmission of elevated pressure.
Fig 10 Case 5. Overlapping 5 mm thick scans in transverse axial (a, b) and coronal (c, d) planes, showing cerebrospinal fluid density material in sella.

CSF pressure through a congenitally deficient diaphragma sellae. There is a definite relationship between benign intracranial hypertension and development of the empty sella syndrome. However, those patients with benign intracranial hypertension form a minority in any series of patients with empty sella syndrome, ranging from 8% of cases, to 13% and 15.8%. Normal CSF pressure has been recorded in patients with empty sella. However, in no study was continuous ICP monitoring performed. The importance of continuous versus static measurements of ICP has been shown in normal pressure hydrocephalus, where intermittent high pressure peaks have been demonstrated. Neelon argues that longstanding mild elevation of CSF pressure in the setting of incomplete sella diaphragm can bring about intrusion of the subarachnoid space into the sella cavity with enlargement and remodelling of the sella turcica and flattening of the pituitary contents against the floor.

However, intermittent raised ICP cannot be adequately evaluated without using continuous ICP monitoring.

In this series of five patients with empty sella, none of whom had benign intracranial hypertension on clinical grounds and in whom continuous ICP recordings had been performed over at least a 48 hour period, a spectrum of ICP was seen from the definitely abnormal, as in the patient (Case 1) who had marked wave formation, to those patients (Cases 3, 4 and 5) who had normal ICP. Although some Lundberg “B” wave activity has been reported as being normal, that seen in Case 2 was probably...
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Fig 11  Case 5. After introduction of intrathecal metrizamide the density of the sella contents is markedly increased, shown in both transverse axial (a, b) and coronal (c, d) planes.

Fig 12  ICP time of Case 5, showing normal pressures.

abnormal, in that it occurred for a large percentage of the monitoring time with a high amplitude. With the exception of Case 1,10 ICP recordings have not been previously reported in patients with empty sella syndrome who do not have benign intracranial hypertension. The recordings in those patients whose ICP is raised (Cases 1 and 2), help in the understanding of aetiology of the empty sella syndrome. Benign intracranial hypertension has been described in the absence of papilloedema,25-27 and Cases 1 and 2 may well represent examples of either benign intracranial hypertension without papilloedema or a “forme fruste”. The ICP traces in both cases are comparable not only with those reported by Johnstone and Paterson,28 in patients with papilloedema and benign intracranial hypertension, but also with those cases of Spence et al.,27 having the disorder without papilloedema. Alternatively it has been suggested that obesity itself may cause a chronic elevation of
ICP. The cause of the pressure waves, the resulting raised ICP may be sufficient to prolapse the arachnoid into the sella.

The normal ICP found in Cases 3, 4 and 5 does not necessarily negate the hypothesis of raised ICP contributing in the aetiology of empty sella syndrome. The headache occurring in these patients is not readily explainable. In the patient (Case 4) who had a scaphocephalic skull with marked copper beating, it is interesting to speculate on the relevance of the convolutional markings in the presence of the empty sella syndrome, and at the present time normal ICP. These skull radiographs may represent evidence of previously raised ICP. The ICP levels of the other two normal patients (Cases 3 and 5) may represent "burnt out" intracranial hypertension. That is, those patients with normal ICP have had at some time in the development of the empty sella a high CSF pressure. Alternatively, the concept of the raised ICP being necessary for the development of the empty sella syndrome may have to be reconsidered. It may be that the normal pulsations of CSF are sufficient in the presence of an incomplete diaphragm sellae, to produce in some patients the empty sella syndrome.

The authors thank Mr David Wallace, Assistant Neurosurgeon, Royal Melbourne Hospital for permission to report Case 5. This work was undertaken with help from a grant from the Victor Hurley Medical Foundation.
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Book reviews


Correlation of drug effect with plasma levels is of use in many disease states. One of the most difficult areas, however, is that of psychiatric illness. The variety of means of assessing or classifying mental illness, the poor understanding of underlying pathology and the changes in brain function that occur, explain why this area has not seen more widespread implementation of plasma level monitoring. The volume edited by Burroughs and Norman, however, is a significant contribution to the literature on this topic. It is a comprehensive volume dealing with many aspects of drug monitoring in the psychiatric field. The initial chapter by Lang on the mechanism of action of psychotropic drugs, provides an interesting introduction to the pharmacology of these compounds. Two interesting chapters follow, on methods for the measurement of psychotropic drugs—antidepressants, antipsychotics and anti-anxiety agents—which deal comprehensively with all modern techniques. The chapter by Graham shows application of these techniques to the measurement of the pharmacokinetics of tricyclic antidepressants. This is followed by an excellent chapter by Burroughs and Norman dealing with the relationship between plasma levels and clinical response in the anti-depressant field. The authors conclude that no consistent relationship exists between plasma levels and clinical response for tricyclic anti-depressants and that routine monitoring of plasma levels is not warranted. This contrasts with the measurement of serum lithium levels dealt with by Annitto and Gershon where only benefit is derived from determining correct therapeutic dosage and prevention in toxicity. Excellent chapters also follow on antipsychotic agents, Curry dealing with chlorpromazine in considerable depth, Sakalus and Traficante reporting on fluphenazine, Crammer on thioridazine and Evans on butyrophenones. It must be said, however, that the overall conclusion from these in-depth appraisals is that little relationship exists between efficacy and plasma or blood antipsychotic levels. Sedvall and Grimm contribute on sampling CSF and plasma as tools for obtaining biochemical and pharmacokinetic data in neuroleptic therapy. They suggest some relationship exists between chlorpromazine treatment and clinical effect, at least in the early phases of treatment. Fulton and others contribute extensively on the pharmacokinetic of benzodiazepines. Justifiably, diazepam is given pride of place but further sections deal with other individual benzodiazepine compounds. Sedatives and hypnotics are dealt with by Wade but again the conclusion is that plasma concentrations of hypnotic agents correlate poorly with their effects, both at dosages used clinically and in overdose. Eadie demonstrates the value of anticonvulsant drug plasma levels but concludes that the patient’s clinical state should always be the final criterion in management and that plasma anticonvulsant levels should be seen only as a means to an end. The book is admirably finished by an overview by Hollister who concludes that there is little doubt that monitoring plasma levels of lithium and of anticonvulsants has made such treatment both safer and more effective. However, he is less certain of the role of tricyclic antidepressant monitoring and argues that there is little to favour monitoring of plasma concentrations of antipsychotic drugs. Hollister concludes that anti-anxiety and hypnotic drugs, which generally have a large margin of safety and suitable clinical criteria of response, should not be monitored. I find this overall to be a remarkably good book that is thoroughly recommended. I found much of interest and much new information and the editors must be congratulated for the production of such a volume. I would imagine, however, that at 150 Swiss francs many potential customers will be frightened away.

PG JENNER


This is the proceedings of a conference on depression organised by WHO and held in Washington in June 1980. Despite its title its 31 chapters embrace most aspects of depressive illness—epidemiology, classification, symptomatology, the role of biological and psychological factors in aetiology, various forms of treatment and models of care delivery from various parts of the world. The proceedings of confer-